[The diagnostic value of low dose of dual-source CT venography for deep venous thrombosis].
Objective: To investigate the diagnostic value of low dose of dual-source CT venography examination for DVT (deep venous thrombosis). Methods: A total of 60 patients from Nanjing First Hospital with suspected DVT underwent indirect low dose CTV examination and treatment of DSA from January to December, 2017, and recording the radiation dose for CTV.DSA as the gold standard, calculate the sensitivity, specificity of CTV, kappa consistency test was used to exam the results of CTV and DSA.McNemar test was used to check statistical difference between two examinations. Results: A total of 60 patients, 780 blood vessels took CTV examinations, 326 were positive; 420 blood vessels took DSA examinations, 332 were positive.DSA as the gold standard, the sensitivity, specificity, of DVT detection by CTV were 96.2% and 92.6%, kappa=0.860, P<0.05, and the result of McNemar test was P=0.263. Conclusion: Low dose of dual-source indirect CTV examination for DVT can not only reduce radiation dose for the patients, but also has a high clinical value in the diagnosis of DVT.